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ABSTRACT 

This paper performs an analysis of sigma and beta convergence for Spanish regions during the period 

1860-2010 using different spatial units and time intervals. Growth regressions are run unconditionally 

using a Generalised Least Squares estimator and also conditionally by using a fixed effects estimator 

and a panel data two-step Generalised Method of Moments estimator. My results confirm the existence 

of conditional beta convergence for Spanish regions over the whole studied period; however, different 

time partitions for growth regressions show the convergence parameter has not remained constant at all 

throughout different periods. I conclude that, although the neoclassical growth model with endogenous 

savings provides a satisfactory picture of convergence in Spain if the whole period 1860-2010 is 

considered, other forces apart from diminishing returns to capital accumulation also play a role.  

 

KEYWORDS Convergence · Neoclassical growth · Generalized Least Squares · Fixed effects · 

Generalised Method of Moments · Spain · Provinces · Autonomous communities 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Convergence has been a hotly debated issue in social sciences for a long time. Still today, the issue of 

territorial inequalities is one of the driving forces behind economic and political phenomena that will 

mark turning points in modern history: the Brexit, the rise of populism across Europe and the US, 

independence movements, etc. Are there natural economic forces -namely decreasing returns to capital 

accumulation- leading poor regions to grow faster than rich ones? Can convergence/divergence be 

satisfactorily explained within the framework of the undergraduate-taught neoclassical growth model? 

This paper seeks to provide an answer to these questions. Using a new dataset published by Díez-

Minguela et al. (2018) that allows me to extend previous convergence studies in Spain one century back 

in time, I undertake an analysis of convergence between Spanish provinces and autonomous 

communities within a neoclassical growth model with endogenous savings to see whether this 

framework is valid at describing the evolution of inequality between Spanish regions. More concretely, 

I estimate growth regressions to check for the existence of beta convergence using a panel of data that 

follows Spanish provinces/autonomous communities during the whole period of modern economic 

growth in Spain, 1860-2010, and I also perform a descriptive analysis of sigma convergence. Growth 

regressions are estimated by Generalised Least Squares checking for the existence of absolute beta 

convergence and also by taking into account fixed effects and using a within estimator and a panel two-

step Generalised Method of Moments estimator. Furthermore, growth regressions are partitioned into 

various time intervals and ran across different regional units to see whether results are robust to changes 

affecting the spatial and time units of the panel of data. This paper is divided into 8 sections excluding 

this introduction (sections 2 to 9). I first discuss, in section 2, the literature on convergence and the 

conclusions to which it has arrived. Secondly, in section 3 I describe the theoretical growth model used 

to perform the analysis of convergence. Section 4 then describes the econometric specification and 

estimation methods used to perform growth regressions. In section 5, I describe the various sources of 

data consulted to create the dataset I use to perform growth regressions. Section 6 analyses the results 

obtained for sigma and beta convergence. Finally, section 7 concludes. References (section 8) and an 

annex (section 9) to mathematically prove some statements I make throughout the paper and to provide 

all the obtained results for growth regressions are presented after the conclusion. 

 

 

2.  PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Economists have been thrilled for the issue of convergence for a long time. A grosso modo, the literature 

on converge can be divided into three parts: the pre Barro and Sala-i-Martín (BS) studies, the BS studies 

and the post BS studies.  

The canonical study before the BS studies is J.G. Williamson (1965). This author argues that the process 

of regional development draws a (Kuznet’s style) inverse U evolution of income per capita inequality: 
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during the early stages of development, there will exist forces that lead to regional divergence such as 

migration from poor to rich regions selecting the fittest ones or capital flows from less developed to 

developed regions due to the existence of increasing returns that lead to economies of agglomeration in 

the richest regions. However, in the later stages of development, these same forces will tend to 

equilibrate incomes: migration will no longer select the fittest ones as the costs of migration for the 

unskilled become less prohibitive and the markets in the richest regions will eventually become 

saturated so that capital flows reverse their direction. This thesis is supported by a cross-sectional 

dataset covering the different regions of 24 countries during the 1950’s and a time-series dataset 

covering the regions of 10 developed countries over different periods. Furthermore, in one of the few 

studies covering the evolution of regional disparities in Spain over the long run (1860-2010), D.A. 

Tirado al. (2016) find this inverse ‘U’ happens during the period 1860-1980 for 49 provinces, with 

inequality peaking in the decade of the 1920’s.  

Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1990) are the first to organize the debate on convergence by distinguishing 

between two kinds of convergence. The first one, !-convergence, refers to the evolution of the 

dispersion -as measured by the standard deviation- of the (log) levels of income per capita across regions 

in a given period of time; whereas the second one, "-convergence, refers to the tendency of poor 

countries/regions to grow faster than rich ones. These authors also make an explicit distinction between 

two kinds of "-convergence: unconditional "-convergence happens whenever countries converge in 

their levels of income per capita regardless of their fundamentals, whereas conditional "-convergence 

happens only among countries that are similar in the characteristics determining their steady states level 

of income per capita. In their canonical papers, Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1990, 1991, 1992) start from 

a neoclassical growth model with endogenous savings to derive an equation that relates the growth rate 

of income per capita in economy i with the initial level of income per capita in i. They use this 

specification with different samples to estimate growth regressions and they obtain the following 

regularities (1) "-convergence is of conditional nature between countries (2) between the regions of a 

given country, "-convergence is of absolute nature1 (3) "-convergence (conditional) parameters are 

always close to a 2% across all the analyzed samples. They take this (rather small) magical 2% as an 

indication that a basic neoclassical growth model, through its mechanism of diminishing returns to 

capital accumulation, can explain the evolution of regional disparities as long as these decreasing 

returns set in slowly –i.e. the stock of capital is interpreted in a broad manner to include human capital2. 

Mankiw et al. (1992) make a similar analysis to the one by BS but using the Solow model. They 

similarly conclude that, although the textbook Solow model is at first rejected by the data because it 

                                                
1 When performing growth regressions in samples of regions within a given country, these authors also condition on an index that proxies 
different sectoral compositions of output across regions and even include regional dummies to check if conditional convergence differs from 
the unconditional (absolute) one. They find that the conditional convergence parameter does not substantially differ to the absolute 
convergence parameter (even though the conditional beta is more stable across different periods). 
2 Another possibility is that capital accumulation generates positive externalities not reflected in the price of capital, which boost technological 
growth. This hypothesis is explored in Romer (1986). 
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requires close to constant returns to capital accumulation, an augmented version of this model that 

incorporates investments in human capital fits well the data they use.  

The post BS studies, however, challenge the view that simple augmented versions of the elemental 

neoclassical growth models make the whole story of convergence. For instance, Canova and Marcet 

(1995), Caselli et al. (1996) and de la Fuente (1996) estimate much larger "-convergence parameters, 

ranging from 10% to 23%, which cannot be explained through the lens of a neoclassical growth model 

unless the capital share of production remains close to 0 or becomes even negative –an obvious 

nonsense. Although these papers use different estimation methods to obtain the " parameter3, they all 

share the same critique: the specifications used in the works by BS and Mankiw et al. (1992) are likely 

to suffer from a downward bias coming from an uncontrolled fixed effect. This is because BS and 

Mankiw et al. (1992) use cross sections to estimate their growth regressions and this loses valuable 

information that panel data would retain.  Caselli et al. (1996, p. 367) put it forward elegantly:  

 

“countries with high individual effects will have high levels of steady-state income. Because 

steady states differ, a country with a high observed income is not necessarily closer to its 

steady state than a country with a relatively low observed income. Hence, it will not 

necessarily grow at a slower rate. If we don’t fully control for differences in steady states, 

we will tend to explain the lack of a strong negative correlation between income levels and 

growth rates as the result of slow convergence”.   

 

These class of papers often interpret their results as an indication that other forces apart from 

diminishing returns to capital accumulation –forces that usually remain unexplained even by 

sophisticated versions of neoclassical growth models- also play a role in the convergence process: 

technology diffusion, migration flows, capital externalities, structural change, etc.  

An important study in this direction is de la Fuente (1996), which makes use of data for the Spanish 

Autonomous Communities (CCAA) during the period 1964-1991. In this paper, a similar convergence 

accounting exercise as in BS finds that, again, the (unconditional) beta convergence parameter is close 

to a 2%. However, when the author includes region fixed effects to account for unobserved 

heterogeneity among CCAA, he finds that the beta parameter rises to 12,73%. He tries to give a 

structural interpretation to the last estimate of conditional convergence and presents a model in which 

he endogenizes technological growth by allowing for technological diffusion and rate effects of human 

capital through its influence on technological growth and he obtains the convergence process can be 

better explained when these last two features are included in the analysis. However, he still obtains 

significant coefficients for the regional dummies, suggesting there are still other unobserved factors 

affecting convergence.  

                                                
3 Canova and Marcet (1995) use Bayesian estimators, Caselli et al. (1996) propose a dynamic panel data GMM estimator and de la Fuente 
(1996) estimates a dummy-variable fixed effects model by non-linear least squares. 
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Also making use of Spanish data, Mas et al. (1994) and de la Fuente and Freire (2000) document how 

the sectoral composition of the different CCAA and the shift of certain regions from agriculture-based 

economies with low productivity to service-based ones with high productivity has played an important 

role in the convergence process experienced between regions in Spain in the second part of the twentieth 

century. The argument is simple: during this period, the process of structural change has been stronger 

in poorer regions, and this has made these CCAA further converge. 

 

 

3.  THEORETICAL BASE FOR THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
To analyze convergence in the Spanish regions during the period 1860-2000, I consider the standard 

textbook neoclassical growth model with endogenous savings –namely the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans 

model (henceforth RCK model). This is the same approach as used in Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1990, 

1991, 1992).  

The RCK model builds on a standard Cobb-Douglas production function. In labor augmenting terms, 

production per effective worker takes the following form: 

 

          #$ = &$(($) = ($
*

     (1) 

 

where #$ ≡ -.
/.0.

, ($ ≡ 1.
/.0.

, 2 ∈ 0,1 , 6$ is total output, 7$ is the capital stock, At is the production 

shifter or technology parameter and Lt is the labor force. The RCK model assumes Lt and At both 

exogenously grow following Xt = X0ext , where Xt is either Lt or At and x is the exogenous growth rate of 

Xt (I denote 8 the growth rate of At and 9 the growth rate of Lt).  

The representative household maximizes, in terms of consumption per effective worker:  

 

		U(<$)	=	 =>?$ @.
ABC>D
D>E

F
G 	dt			 	 	 (2)	

	

subject to the budget constraint:	

																																																																								($ = 	 ($ K$ − 9 − 8 + N.
/.
− <$			 												 															(3) 

 

where K$ is the real interest rate, P$	is the wage rate and <$ ≡ Q.
/.0.

,  R = 	R − 9 − (1 − !)8 and ($ =

STU
SV
	.	Moreover, R represents the rate of time preference of the representative household whilst ! is the 

reciprocal of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Solving the problem of the representative 

household yields a standard Euler equation of the type: 
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                               @.
@.
	=	D

E
(2($

*>D − 	X − R)	−	8		 																													(4)	

 

with X being the depreciation rate of capital. Equation (4), together with (3) and the fact that 

equilibrium in the factor markets entail K$ = Z[7 − 	X = 2($
*>D − 	X and P$ = Z[\ = 1 − 2 -.

0.
 , 

characterize the paths of <$ and ($ in equilibrium.  

Assuming both the standard no-Ponzi scheme condition and the transversality condition are satisfied, 

and that <G	> 0 and (G > 0; as t → 	∞ we know <$ and ($ monotonically approach their respective steady 

state values, which are given by: 

      (__ = 	 ( *
`a?aEb

)
A

ABc                 (5) 

 

                          <__ = 	 (__* − X + 9 + 8 (__	   (6)	

	

Note	that	these	have	been	derived	by	setting	(3)	and	(4)	equal	to	0.	(5)	then	solves	for	(	and	(6)	

is	(3)	but	using	the	fact	that	P$ = 1 − 2 -.
0.
	so	that	N.

/.
= 1 − 2 /.0. ABc1.c

/.0.
= 1 − 2 ($*	and	K$ =

2($
*>D.	

 

Finally, we can use (3)	and	(4)	to derive an explicit equation for the behavior of log	(#$) (where #$ ≡ 
-.
0.
= 	x$#$ denotes output per capita)	near its steady state. Following Barro and Sala-i-Martín (2003), 

the log-linearization of the system characterized by (3) and (4)	yields:	

	

	 	 																									z{8( #$) = =>|$ z{8 #G + 1 − =>|$ z{8 #__               (7)	

 

with " = 	 D
~
	{ R − 9 − 1 − ! 8 ~ + 4 D>* ?a`a*b

E
?a`a*b

*
− 9 + 8 + X }

A
Å − R − 9 − 1 −

! 8 . This means that the growth rate of output per worker over the interval [0,	T] ∀	Ü > 0 is given by 

the growth rate of technology 8 plus a term that exponentially fades to 0 (whenever ">0) as T → 	∞ 

associated to the convergence of the economy towards its steady state: 

 

       z{8 #à − z{8	(#G) = 8Ü + (1 − =>|à)[z{8 #__ − 	z{8	(#G)]        (8) 

 

A more detailed derivation of the model can be found in the appendix. 

The main conclusion from equation (8)	is that two identical economies will converge to a growth rate 

of 8 as T → 	∞ whenever ">0. Furthermore, if one economy starts at #__ whilst the other starts lagging 

behind, we will see the latter grow faster than the former because returns to capital accumulation are 
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larger in the poorer economy. Thus, whenever ">0, the neoclassical growth model predicts conditional 

(on countries being identical) convergence. Furthermore, the larger ", the faster convergence. 

 

 

4.  ECONOMETRIC SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION METHODS 
To obtain an estimable version of equation (8),	 I start by incorporating a disturbance term which 

accounts for events like oil shocks, wars, natural disasters, harvest failures, etc. I assume this 

disturbance term can be further disaggregated into an individual time-invariant shock äã, a time 

individual-invariant shock å$	and an i.i.d. shock çã$4 so that the whole disturbance is	äã + å$ + 	çã$. 

Furthermore, using the fact that z{8 #G = log éè
/è

= log(#G) − z{8(xG) and changing all the 

subscripts T to t and 0 to t-ë, I obtain (8)	can be rewritten as: 

 

                        z{8 #$ − log	(#$>í) = −(1 − =>|ìí) z{8 #$>í + 	8ãë + 

																												(1 − =>|ìí)[z{8 #î__ + z{8 xã$>í ] + äã + å$ + 	çã$                                                                                                                 

 

It is worth noting that this last equation can be more compactly written as: 

 

																												z{8 #$ − log	(#$>í) = −(1 − =>|í) z{8 #$>í + ïã + å$ + 	ñã$            (10) 

 

where ïã = ë8ã + 1 − =>|í [z{8 #î__ ] + äã	 is individual heterogeneity and ñã$ =

(1 − =>|í)z{8 xã$>í + çã$ is an error term that varies over individual units and over time. It is a 

common practice to assume "ã = "	∀	ó, this is why equation (10)	has no subscript on this parameter. 

This equation tells us that we can obtain " by regressing log #$ − log	(#$>í) on log	(#$>í) (+ 

controls). I will first consider	this regression for Spanish provinces followed every 10 years during the 

period 1860-2010. Secondly, I will do the same but for autonomous communities (CCAA) instead of 

provinces. I will also partition the regressions into different time intervals. More concretely, I will 

estimate these regressions –both for provinces and for CCAA- for the whole period 1860-2010; for two 

subperiods 1860-1930 and 1940-2010; for three subperiods 1860-1910, 1910-1960 and 1960-2010 and 

for 5 subperiods 1860-1890, 1890-1920, 1920-1950, 1950-1980 and 1980-2010. I do this in order to 

check whether the " parameter remains stable across time or whether, on the contrary, it depends on 

when we cut the time interval for estimation.  

Equation	 (10) can be estimated in different ways depending on how the individual heterogeneity 

parameter is treated. I will first treat ïã as a random effect (uncorrelated with z{8 #G ) and estimate 

                                                
4 äã	will capture, for instance, how the geographic position of certain regions can affect growth; whereas å$ will capture global shocks affecting 
all regions equally like a global downturn in economic activity. Finally, çã$ captures natural disasters, insect plagues, oil shocks, etc. 

(9) 
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equation (10)	by feasible Generalized Least Squares (GLS) without conditioning on anything else5. 

This will yield the unconditional estimate of ", which can be taken as a first raw measure of absolute 

convergence. I will also estimate (10)	by feasible GLS but introducing controls à la Barro to obtain 

the conditional " parameter. These controls are included in growth regressions to capture the effect that  

ïã	and (the black box) xã$>í may have on the coefficients’ estimates, and usually include measures of 

human capital, political quality, trade openness, investment rates and market distortions. Since the 

amount of information available at the province level for the period 1860-2010 is scarce, I can only 

consider three controls: population growth rate, percentage of urban population and Spanish GDP 

growth rate. Population growth is usually included in growth regressions on the grounds that (1) it 

captures a fundamental characteristic of an economy6, this makes the (long-run) average population 

growth rate appear as a time unvarying regressor (2) it captures shocks hidden in the black box7, this 

makes the population growth rate appear as a regressor that varies across individuals and across time. I 

will follow the second approach given that population growth is not a fundamental determinant of long-

run income per capita in the RCK model and given that the scarcity of controls available in the data 

constraints me to profit as much as possible the time variation of the available variables.  I will also 

include the percentage of urban population as a proxy for both the structure of the economy and human 

capital, two clear candidates of factors affecting xã$>í. The rationale is that more urbanized economies 

will depend less on agriculture and will also have higher levels of human capital (universities are 

clustered in cities, cities attract qualified jobs, etc.). Finally, the growth rate of Spanish GDP will also 

be included to further clean the residual of equation (10).	The rationale for this is that this figure may 

capture shocks like the Civil War, changes in the national economic policy, (etc.), which need not act 

as a mere time effect as these shocks might have asymmetric consequences on the growth performance 

of different regions. 

In a more cautious approach, I will assume ïã is a fixed effect that is potentially correlated with the 

explanatory variable log	(#ã$>í) and I will estimate the conditional " using a dummy-variable fixed-

effects approach, in a similar way to the one used by De la Fuente (1996). I will also introduce the 

controls used before to see whether results are sensitive to this change.  

Finally, borrowing insight from Caselli et al. (1996), I will estimate equation (10)	by exploiting some 

of the moment conditions that the dynamic nature of (10)	allows us to obtain. More specifically, I will 

estimate the conditional " using the two-step Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) procedure 

                                                
5 Although Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1990, 1991, 1992) and De la Fuente (1996) use Non-Linear Least Squares to estimate ", Mankiw et al. 
(1992) use OLS with their sample cross section and then compute the implied ". In a similar way to this last approach –and given that I use 
panel data instead of a cross section-, I will use GLS instead of (pooled) OLS because it is a more efficient way to estimate the model since 
the whole error term of this equation is autocorrelated by definition: corr(ïã 	+ 	çã$, ïã 	+ 	çã$>D) 	≠ 0. 
6 In the textbook Solow model, for instance, the steady state level of GDP per capita depends negatively on the long-run population growth 
rate.  
7 Endogenous growth theories suggest technological growth may depend on population/population growth. Another channel –undescribed by 
a closed-economy neoclassical growth model- through which population growth may capture part of xã$>ë is that people will tend to migrate 
where productivity –and thus salaries- are highest. 
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proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991)8. This method is similar to the fixed-effects approach in that it 

assumes the fixed effect is potentially correlated with the independent variable, but it is still more 

convenient than the dummy-variable approach as the dynamic nature of equation (10)	makes the 

estimation of the fixed effects coefficients inconsistent for small T (a formal proof of this can be found 

in the appendix). The panel data two-step GMM estimator starts by adding log	(#$>í) on both sides of 

equation (10): 

 

                       z{8	(#$) = =>|$ z{8 #$>í + ïã + å$ + 	ñã$                     (11)	

 

The fixed effect is eliminated by subtracting z{8	(#$>í)	on the left hand side and =>|$ z{8 #$>~í +

ïã + å$>í + 	ñã$>í  on the right hand side: 

 

																									Δz{8	(#$) = =>|$Δ z{8 #$>í + Δå$ + 	Δñã$                             (12)	

 

Finally, Δ z{8 #$>í  is instrumented using all past z{8 #$>_  ∀	ú ≥ 2ë, which requires that the error 

term ñã$ presents no serial autocorrelation: otherwise the exogeneity assumption by which 

û(z{8 #$>_ ñã$) = 0 ∀	ú ≥ 2ë is not to be satisfied. 

 

 

5.  DATA 
In order to estimate equation (10),	I construct a panel of data for 49 provinces/17 CCAA followed every 

10 years during the period 1860-2010. More specifically, I use data on the following variables: 

1. Per capita GDP. These data are from Díez-Minguela et al. (2018), where a new panel of data 

covering regional per capita GDP in Spain is presented.  This dataset is built on the widely-used 

figures from the Spanish National Institute of Statistics (INE) for the period 1980-2010, BBV 

(1999 publication) for the 1955-1979 years and Alcaide (2003) for the 1930-1950 years. The 

novelty of this dataset is that it extends these regional figures back in time until 1860 by presenting 

decadal figures for per capita GDP at the province/CCAA level. More concretely, I am using data 

on per capita GDP at factor cost and deflated with the national deflator for all regions9. In these 

data, the national per capita GDP for each year has been normalised to be 1 and every data point 

is accordingly rescaled. Hence, when in equation (10)	I take the logarithms of GDP per capita, it 

should be remarked that I am taking the logs of a previously indexed figure. It should also be noted 

that this panel of data has 49 observations for provinces as it considers the Canary Islands to form 

                                                
8 The two-step estimator has the advantage of being more efficient than the one-step in the presence of autocorrelated and heteroskedastic 
errors within individuals. 
9 The reader should bear in mind that, insofar as prices vary between regions, this approach has the problem of not capturing the different 
standards of living that would arise from different price levels. However, these figures still capture the productivity levels for each region. 
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a single province10 and has 17 observations for CCAA as autonomous cities (Ceuta and Melilla) 

are excluded. Finally, given that I lack data on the 1960 and 1970 figures for GDP per capita, I 

consider the 1960 figure to be the unweighted average of 1959 and 1961, whilst the 1970 figure is 

considered to be the unweighted average of 1969 and 197111.  

2. Population growth rate: Data for population also come from Díez-Minguela et al. (2018). The 

number of inhabitants by province/CCAA is presented throughout all the years for which per capita 

GDP is recorded. Therefore, I still lack the exact figures for population in 1960 and 1970, which I 

fill by taking the unweighted average of population in 1559/1961 and 1969/1971 respectively. 

Once I have all the figures for population, I compute, for each year, the fraction of population in 

each province/CCAA with respect to the total national population. Finally, I obtain a proxy of the 

growth rate of population in province/CCAA i by using the formula [{ü. 8K{P†ℎ	K¢†=ã$ =

(&K¢<†ó{9	{&	ü{ü. {£=K	§ü¢9óúℎ	†{†¢zã$ − &K¢<†ó{9	{&	ü{ü. {£=K	§ü¢9óúℎ	†{†¢zã$>ë) ∗ 100 where 

ë=10. 

3. Percentage of urban population. This variable can be found in Carreras and Tafunell (2005) both 

at the province level and CCAA level. Since this publication collects data on the urbanisation rates 

for provinces in years 1787, 1860, 1900, 1930, 1960, 1981 and 2001, I exactly obtain the figures 

for the urbanisation rate in 1860, 1900, 1930 and 1960. Given that I have data for 1981 and 2001 

(and not 1980 and 2000), I make use of these two figures to account for the percentage of urban 

population for 1980 and 2000, respectively. I shall remark that I fill the figures of this variable for 

years 1870, 1880, 1890, 1910, 1920, 1940, 1950, 1970 and 1990 by taking weighted averages of 

the past and future available values. For instance, for the missing value in 1870, I take the available 

value in 1860 and give it a weight of 30/40, whereas the available value in 1900 is given a weight 

of 10/40. On the contrary, for the missing value in 1890, the available value in 1860 is given a 

weight of 10/40, whereas the available value in 1900 is given a weight of 30/40. Regarding the 

values of this variable in 2010, I opt for leaving these as missing data.  

4. Spanish GDP growth rate. I make use of the series presented in Carreras and Tafunell (2005), who 

present the series from Prados de la Escosura (2003) rescaled at 1995 prices. This variable therefore 

contains decadal figures for the (indexed) Spanish per capita GDP at factor costs where 

GDP1995=100. I define the GDP growth rate as ¶ß[	8K{P†ℎ	K¢†=$ = ¶ß[$ − ¶ß[$>í where 

ë=10. Since this series does not contain any figure for the national GDP in 2010, I take this figure 

from INE12. 

 

                                                
10 The Canary Islands were initially conceived to form a single province but they later split into two provinces in 1927. 
11 Note that assuming linearity between 1959-1961 is a strong assumption given that Spain experienced a radical change in its economy during 
1959. This was a consequence of the Economic Stabilization Plan that radically ended with 20 years of autarky and marked the beginning of 
the golden Spanish era for growth. I still assume linearity given this study is concerned with the long run dynamics of the economy, so taking 
the average of these two (different) years can still be justified on the grounds that it smooths the series.  
12 In its last public series, the INE presents the evolution of GDP at market and constant prices with GDP2010=100. After rescaling GDP1995=100, 
I take the new figure of GDP2010. 
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6.  RESULTS 
a) Analysis of ®-convergence 

Before going through the results of growth regressions, a first descriptive approach to study how 

regional disparities have evolved over time involves checking whether the distribution of GPD per 

capita has tended to narrow over time or, on the contrary, whether it has tended to stretch. This can be 

first done by studying the yearly evolution of the dispersion of GDP per capita, which corresponds to 

the analysis of !-convergence. To study the evolution of !-convergence, I first construct the Simple 

Coefficient of Variation (SCV) of GDP per capita for each of the years in my sample following the 

formula:  

 

§©™$ = 	
#´$
#¨$

− 1
~≠

´ÆD

 

 

where #´$ is per capita GDP in region K in year t and #¨ is the national per capita GDP in year t. 

Furthermore, following Díez-Minguela et al. (2018), I also construct a refined Weighted Coefficient of 

Variation (WCV), which multiplies each squared deviation times the relative size of the region in 

population terms so that populated regions have a larger impact on this indicator:  

 

Ø©™$ = 	
#´$
#¨$

− 1
~
·
ü{ü´$
ü{ü¨$

≠

´ÆD

 

 

The evolution of these indicators is plotted below in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  

(13) 

(14) 
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Firstly, excluding the last 30 years, both figures confirm the existence of an inverse U evolution of 

income per capita inequality as predicted in J.G. Williamson (1965). More concretely, the dispersion of 

GDP per capita across regions rises during the early stage of modern economic growth in Spain –i.e. 

during the period 1860-1920-, reaching a maximum which is achieved, regardless of the territorial unit 

and of the index used to measure inequality, in 1920. After 1920, however, inequality starts to decline, 

a phenomenon that becomes especially strong during the Golden Age of Spanish growth and the 

posterior oil crisis of the seventies (see period 1960-1980). There finally seems to be a trend exhaustion 

of !-convergence or even a trend reversal towards a new growth in dispersion during the last years of 

the studied period, something which has been extensively documented by other authors studying the 

evolution of regional disparities in Spain and which seems to come from the exhaustion of convergence 

FIGURE 2. Sigma convergence as measured by the WCV 
The solid and dashed lines represent 4th order polynomial fits for provinces and CCAA, respectively. 
 

FIGURE 1. Sigma convergence as measured by the SCV 
The solid and dashed lines represent 4th order polynomial fits for provinces and CCAA, respectively. 
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fueled by the structural change of underdeveloped regions and from deep differences in labor market 

structures across regions (see de la Fuente (1996) and Díez-Minguela et al. (2018)). Although it is out 

of the scope of this study to econometrically dig into the causes of the evolution of !-convergence, 

Díez-Minguela et al. (2018) offers plenty of evidence pointing out that the initial increase of GDP per 

capita inequality corresponds to the early process of industrialization taking place in a few number of 

regions concentrated in Catalonia, the Basque Country and Madrid; whilst the latter convergence 

process corresponds to the other provinces experimenting equalizing forces such as structural change 

and technology diffusion coming from the richest regions.  

Secondly, another remarkable feature of the evolution of GDP per capita dispersion is that it has 

decreased, although not monotonically as already seen, over the whole period 1860-2010. This picture 

arises only when we extend the GDP per capita series back to the nineteenth century, and thus has only 

recently been documented in D.A. Tirado et al. (2010, 2016), and Díez-Minguela et al. (2018). It should 

also be remarked that Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1991) find no inverse U but rather an almost monotonic 

decrease of dispersion across US states.  

These results are all consistent regardless of the territorial unit used to compute the dispersion indicators 

and regardless, also, of the indicator used. 

What does this inverse U (or elephant-shaped if we take into account the last 30 years) evolution of 

GDP per capita dispersion mean using the lens of the neoclassical growth model with endogenous 

savings? Taking equation (10)	and	subtracting z{8 #ã$>í  on both sides yields:  

 

z{8 #ã$ = =>|z{8 #ã$>í + ±ã$	 

 

where ±ã$ = 	 ïã$ + 	åã$ + ñã$. Now taking the (between-regions) variance operator in both sides and 

naming £¢K ≤ã$ = !≥$~  yields:  

 

!é$~ = =>~|!é$>í~ + 	!¥$
~  

 

which is a linear first-order difference equation if we assume !¥$
~  to be constant at !¥

	~ (which I 

henceforth assume). Assuming stationarity –i.e. " > 0- this difference equation presents the following 

solution (see the appendix for a formal proof):  

 

!é$~ =
!¥
~

1 − =>~|
+ (!éG~ −

!¥
~

1 − =>~|
)	=>~|$ 

 

where !éG~  is the initial condition £¢K(#ãG). This implies that, as Ü → ∞, the steady state value of !é$~  

is given by !é$~ =
Eµ
Å

D>∂BÅ∑
 which is approached monotonically as long as the system is indeed stationary. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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In light of the results obtained for the evolution of !-convergence, two things may have happened: 

either the " has changed over the periods creating a divergence period followed by a convergence period 

or !¥
~ has not remained constant at all, thus altering the steady state to which !é$~  converged. The former 

hypothesis will be analyzed below in the section “Analysis of "-convergence”. The latter hypothesis is 

a consequence of all kind of shocks that may rise/lower !¥
~: institutional shocks, oil shocks, shocks 

coming from the international economic conjecture, etc13. 

Another complementary analysis related to !-convergence is studying how the evolution of the GDP 

per capita distribution has been. This is plotted below in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 
  
 
 
 
 

                                                
13 There is evidence that these may be playing a role. For instance, Díez-Minguela et al. (2018) document how the autarkic regime of the first 
years of the Franco era supposed a force that halted the increase in inequalities. 

FIGURE 3. Distribution of GDP per capita for provinces across 
years. 
All these distributions have been smoothed using a Gaussian Kernel with a bandwidth of 
0,0735. 
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These figures confirm what figures 1 and 2 were showing: the distribution of GDP per capita tends to 

stretch over the period 1860-1920 regardless of the territorial unit used. The comparison of years 1860 

and 1920 for provinces (also for CCAA) provides some insights on the nature of this divergence: the 

distribution becomes right-skewed over this period with a long right tail. This means a few regions took 

off and became rich, whereas a large mass of regions stayed relatively poor: structural change bringing 

industry only to certain regions, something unexplained by a unisectoral neoclassical growth model. 

Another interesting feature of the evolution of dispersion in GDP per capita unveiled by these figures 

is the existence of club convergence over the period 1950-2000. This can be noted by realizing how we 

start from a distribution in 1950 with a single peak to a distribution with two peaks in 2000 (something 

which is more apparent in the figure for CCAA). In fact, Díez-Minguela et al. (2018) document how, 

over these years, the Spanish growth experience has divided Spain into two parts: the northern east rich 

part comprising the triangle Catalonia-Basque Country-Madrid and the rest, located in the south-west. 

Finally, again we see that, comparing the years 1860 and 2010, the distribution of GDP per capita has 

narrowed over the whole period studied. 

These results are again consistent regardless of the territorial unit used.  

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Distribution of GDP per capita for CCAA across 
years. 
All these distributions have been smoothed using a Gaussian Kernel with a bandwidth of 
0,0735. 
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b) Analysis of ∏-convergence 

Results for growth regressions of (10) and (12) without conditioning on any control variable are 

presented below in Table 1 and Table 2.  

	
GLS	 	 FIXED	EFFECTS	 	 ARELLANO-BOND	

Coefficient	
Implied	
Beta	

	
	 Coefficient	

Implied	
Beta	

	
	 Coefficient	
	

Implied	
Beta	

		 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

T=16	
1860-2010	

	
	

-0,1293***	

	
	

0,0139	

	
	

	
	

-0,3371***	

	
	

0,0411	

	
	

	
	

0,4582***	

	
	

0,078	
	

T=8	
1860-1930	

	
	

-0,121***	

	
	

0,0129	

	
	

	
	

-0,5198***	

	
	

0,0733	

	
	

	
	

-0,1026*	

	
	
-	

1940-2010	 -0,1413***	 0,0152	 	 -0,5607***	 0,0822	 	 0,3434***	 0,1069	
	

T=6	
1860-1910	

	
	

-0,1165***	

	
	

0,0124	

	
	

	
	

-0,6139***	

	
	

0,0951	

	
	

	
	

-0,023	

	
	
-	

1910-1960	 -0,1502***	 0,0163	 	 -0,7236***	 0,1286	 	 0,002	 0,6214	
1960-2010	 -0,1388***	 0,0149	 	 -0,5485***	 0,0795	 	 0,3674***	 0,1001	

	
T=4	

1860-1890	

	
	

-0,1279***	

	
	

0,0137	

	
	

	
	

-0,7137***	

	
	

0,1251	

	
	

	
	

0,3752***	

	
	

0,098	
1890-1920	 -0,1242**	 0,0133	 	 -0,8614***	 0,1976	 	 -0,2759***	 -	
1920-1950	 -0,1523***	 0,0166	 	 -0,8652***	 0,2004	 	 -0,0989*	 -	
1950-1980	 -0,1142***	 0,0121	 	 -0,5972***	 0,0909	 	 -0,004	 -	
1980-2010	 -0,1857***	 0,0205	 	 -0,9792***	 0,3873	 	 0,2348***	 0,1449	

 

 
 

	
GLS	 	 FIXED	EFFECTS	 	 ARELLANO-BOND	

Coefficient	
Implied	
Beta	

	
	 Coefficient	

Implied	
Beta	

	
	 Coefficient	

	

Implied	
Beta	

		 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

T=16	
		1860-2010	

	
	

-0,1013***	

	
	

0,0107	

	
	

	
	

-0,329***	

	
	

0,04	

	
	

	
	

0,4898***	

	
	

0,0714	
	

T=8	
1860-1930	

	
				
		-0,0849**	

	
	

0,0089	

	
	

	
	

-0,5503***	

	
	

0,0799	

	
	

	
	

-0,0785***	

	
	

-	
1940-2010	 -0,1258***	 0,0134	 	 -0,5285***	 0,0752	 	 0,3749***	 0,0981	

	
T=6	

1860-1910	

	
	

-0,0855**	

	
	

0,0089	

	
	

	
	

-0,6147***	

	
	

0,0955	

	
	

	
	

-0,0135	

	
	
-	

1910-1960	 -0,1035***	 0,0109	 	 -0,643***	 0,1033	 	 0,1333***	 0,2016	
1960-2010	 -0,1211***	 0,0129	 	 -0,4803***	 0,0654	 	 0,5247***	 0,0645	

	
T=4	

1860-1890	

	
	

-0,0894	

	
	

0,0094	

	
	

	
	

-0,8282***	

	
	

0,1762	

	
	

	
	

0,2319	

	
	

0,1462	
1890-1920	 -0,1362*	 0,0146	 	 -0,8396***	 0,183	 	 -0,1185***	 -	
1920-1950	 -0,1027***	 0,0109	 	 -0,7483***	 0,1379	 	 0,0965***	 0,2338	
1950-1980	 -0,1117***	 0,0118	 	 -0,5617***	 0,0825	 	 0,058**	 0,2847	
1980-2010	 -0,1631***	 0,0178	 	 -0,9888***	 0,4491	 	 0,3087***	 0,1175	

 
 TABLE 2. Growth regressions for CCAA  
 

 TABLE 1. Growth regressions for provinces  
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Looking first at the GLS estimation, which provides an initial raw measure of absolute convergence 

without taking into account the fixed effect ïã, confirms us the existence of absolute "-convergence in 

all the studied periods and regardless of the territorial unit used. Furthermore, implied betas always 

remain within the interval [0,89%; 2,1%]. Comparing provinces and CCAA, there are no surprising 

outlier coefficients. These (rather low) implied betas mean the process of absolute convergence has 

been slow. In fact, from equation (7)	we can deduce the (yearly) half-life of gaps between z{8 #G  and 

z{8 #__  to be in the interval [33, 78]14. This means that for "=0,89%, it takes approximately 78 years 

to erase half the distance between z{8 #G  and z{8 #__ ; whereas for "=2,1%, it takes approximately 

33 years to close this gap. 

Looking, however, at the fixed effects estimates for implied betas, the picture changes substantially. 

The smallest implied beta corresponds to a 4% during the whole period 1860-2010 for CCAA, whilst 

the largest, a 44,91%, is registered in the period 1980-2010 for CCAA. What explains these larger 

betas? There are two phenomena playing a role here. First of all, as argued above in “Econometric 

specification and estimation methods” and as mathematically shown in the “Appendix”, the fixed effect 

estimator presents a downward bias when T is small. This is clearly playing a role here: as I make 

smaller partitions to estimate the growth regressions, the estimated coefficients become progressively 

smaller. This warns us that, the smaller the Ü, the less reliable the fixed effects coefficient estimates 

are. Still, taking the most reliable implied betas estimated with Ü = 16 and comparing them with their 

GLS homologues unveils the beta is still substantially different (for provinces, "»0… = 1,39% and 

"ÀÃ = 4,11%; for CCAA, "»0… = 1,07% and "ÀÃ = 4%). This is statistically corroborated using a 

simple version of the Hausman test15. The conclusion of this difference is that, if we take as consistent 

                                                
14 According to equation (7),	to	compute	when	z{8 #$ 	is	halfway	z{8 #G 	and	z{8 #__ ,	one just needs to solve for † in =>|$=0,5. Therefore, 
for " = 0,89%: =>G,GGŒœ$ = 0,5 → 	† = 77,88 
15 The null hypothesis of this test is <{=&»0…=<{=&ÀÃ  against the two-sided alternative <{=&»0… ≠ <{=&ÀÃ . The test statistic is given by – =

@—∂“>@—∂“”‘’

÷◊´(@—∂“ÿŸ)>÷◊´(@—∂“”‘’)
, which follows a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. Using my results for £¢K(<{=&⁄´—÷»0… ) =

0,01683~, £¢K(<{=&⁄´—÷ÀÃ ) = 0,03205~, £¢K(<{=&QQ//»0… ) = 0,02417~, £¢K(<{=&QQ//ÀÃ ) = 0,03619~ and using the estimated coefficients, I 
obtain –⁄´—÷ = 	−7,61 and –⁄´—÷ = −8,45, which are outside the 5% acceptance region. 

All these regressions use 49 provinces / 17 CCAA followed during 10-period intervals of different length.  
The GLS estimation corresponds to the estimation of (10) without any control variable:    
  

z{8(#$) − z{8(#$>í) = 	<{9ú†¢9† + <{=&&ó<ó=9† ∗ z{8(#$>í) 
 
The fixed effects estimation corresponds to the OLS estimation of (10) introducing province / CCAA dummies (ßã). To avoid 
multicollinearity issues, I drop the constant and estimate: 

z{8(#$) − z{8(#$>D) = 	<{=&&ó<ó=9† ∗ z{8(#$>D) + 	¤ßã
¨

ãÆD

 

The Arellano-Bond estimation corresponds to the estimation of (12) using the two-step GMM procedure proposed in Arellano and Bond 
(1991). I have dropped the constant when using this estimator to avoid having the constant variable instrumenting the level equation (11). 
Standard errors, which do not appear here, have been made robust to heteroskedastic and autocorrelated error terms within individuals. 
Time effects are not included in any of the regressions because both regressors and regressands of GDP per capita are yearly indexed so 
that the national average is 1. 
In the GLS and fixed effects estimation, the implied (yearly) beta has been calculated by solving for " in coefficient = −(1 − =>|í), with 
ë=10. In the Arellano-Bond estimation, the implied beta solves coefficient = =>|í , with ë=10. In this respect, “-“ denotes a negative beta, 
which cannot be mathematically solved. 
‘*’, ‘**’ and ‘***’ respectively denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. 
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"ÀÃ  with T=16, the (absolute) "»0… is overestimated. This is precisely what the critics of the initial 

works done by BS find: the convergence process is faster whenever we properly control for 

fundamentals by taking into account the fixed effect. In fact, for the case of provinces where "ÀÃ =

4,11%, the half-life of gaps between z{8 #G  and z{8 #__  is now just 16 years; whereas for CCAA 

where "ÀÃ = 4% it is of 17 years.  

The Arellano-Bond estimator also takes into account the fixed effect of (10)	and therefore is more 

consistent than the GLS estimator. Compared to the fixed effects estimator, it has the advantage of not 

becoming downward biased as T becomes small. Further results on the validity of this estimator, which 

crucially hinges on the assumption of absence of second-order autocorrelation of the differenced error 

terms and the validity of the instruments used is presented in the appendix16. Looking at implied 

(conditional) betas for the period 1860-2010, these are " = 7,8	%	and " = 7,14	% for provinces and 

CCAA, respectively, which implies half-life of gaps between z{8 #G  and z{8 #__  of 9 and 10 years 

only. However, the tale according to which different time and geographical partitions do not affect the 

estimated results does not apply here. The first regularity I find across different geographical units, by 

looking at the time partition with T=8, is that the period 1860-1930 is a period of divergence since 

implied betas are negative. More concretely, looking at T=4, this period of divergence seems to come 

from years 1890-1920, which exactly matches the picture presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The 

hypothesis, presented above, according to which the increase in !é$ in the early stages of modern 

economic growth was due to an unstable system associated with a negative " is therefore corroborated 

by the two-step GMM estimator. On the contrary, the period 1940-2010 has been a period of fast 

conditional convergence with implied betas of 10,69% and 9,81% (which imply half-lifes of 6,5 and 7 

years, respectively). Furthermore, I surprisingly obtain that, in the case of provinces, periods 1920-1950 

and 1950-1980 have been periods of absence of conditional convergence, whereas for CCAA these 

have been periods of extremely high convergence. The estimator for 1920-1950 for provinces is not 

reliable at all, though, since the second order autocorrelation of differenced errors is rejected to be 0 at 

an almost 1% confidence level (see “Appendix”). 

In the appendix (table 3), I also present the same estimation exercise but including controls for 

population growth, urbanization rates and Spanish GDP growth. I have also included time effects in the 

form of year dummies because these controls are not yearly-normalized as GDP figures are. A quick 

comparison with the estimation with no control variables unveils (1) results for implied GLS betas and 

provinces do not change much, whereas for CCAA some coefficients lose significance. As barely any 

control variable is significant, this loss of significance of some coefficients for CCAA may be a result 

of the poorer efficiency associated to the estimation of more parameters. (2) For the fixed effect 

                                                
16 In the appendix, I present the p-value of the Sargan test associated to the validity of instruments used. The null hypothesis of this test is that 
instruments are indeed valid, against the alternative of no validity. Similarly, I present the p-value of the test for absence of second order 
autocorrelation in the differenced error terms of equation (12). The null hypothesis is that the second order autocorrerlation of differenced 
error terms is 0, against the two sided alternative that it is different from 0. 
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estimators, results do not change much with the inclusion of control variables. This means the mere 

inclusion of dummies is already effective at cleaning the residual. Furthermore, the same features as 

noted above appear: implied betas are larger in the fixed effects + controls estimation than in the GLS 

+ controls estimation and coefficients get biased as time partitions get smaller. (3) The Arellano-Bond 

estimator still displays (conditional) convergence when I consider the whole period 1860-2010 

regardless of the territorial unit used. However, all studied partitions (except 1890-1920 and 1920-1950) 

now yield positive betas for provinces whereas all studied partitions yield positive betas for CCAA 

(although some coefficients lose significance). I therefore corroborate that some results are not robust 

at all to the inclusion of controls when it comes to the Arellano-Bond estimation. Still, implied betas 

for the whole period 1860-2010 remain quite similar as before. Another remarkable feature of the 

Arellano-Bond estimation is that it now yields significant coefficients for the control variables in the 

majority of regressions with provinces, whereas these coefficients are again insignificant in the majority 

of regressions with CCAA.  

In summary, I find the following results: implied betas are of the order 0,5%-2% for the GLS estimation, 

regardless of time partitions, of geographical units and of the inclusion of controls (which are barely 

significant); implied betas, however, are estimated to be larger with the estimation methods that account 

for fixed effects. The Arellano-Bond estimator, which should be the preferred one because it neither 

ignores fixed effects nor gets biased as time partitions become smaller, displays some periods of 

divergence and others of convergence which match with the picture presented in the section “Analysis 

of !-convergence”, although some of these results are not specially robust to the inclusion of control 

variables in this estimation method. Furthermore, the fixed effects estimator always displays signs that, 

as T becomes smaller, coefficients get downward biased. 

I will now take the implied betas presented in Table 1 and Table 2 for the period 1860-2010, which are 

estimators that have been quite robust to the consideration of different geographical units and to the 

inclusion of control variables. I will, more concretely, take the GLS beta for provinces, "‹≠›fi»0… =

1,39%, the fixed effects beta for provinces, "‹≠›fiÀÃ = 4,11% and the conditional Arellano-Bond beta 

for provinces, "‹≠›fi/fl = 7,8%, and give them a meaning within the frame of the RCK model. Barro and 

Sala-i-Martín (1992) take the baseline values R = 0.05, ! = 1, X = 0.05, 9 = 0.02	and 8 = 0.02 (I use 

here the dot as the decimal separator for an aesthetics convenience) to compute what value of 2 matches 

their estimates of ". I will take the same baseline values for R, ! and X. I will, however, change 9 =

0,007	since the average yearly growth rate of Spanish population during the period 1860-2010 has been 

0,7% as computed using the panel of data I have constructed. I will also change 8 = 0,011 following 

the figure for Spanish Total Factor Productivity average growth during the period 1850-2000 found in 

L.Prados de la Escosura and J.R.Rosés (2009). With this set of values and using the expression for beta 

presented below equation (7), the 2 that matches my yearly " estimates are 2‹≠›fi»0… = 0,878, 2‹≠›fiÀÃ =

0,68 and 2‹≠›fi/fl = 0,48. The conclusion is clear: assuming a standard Cobb-Douglas function, 6$ =
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x$\$ D>*7$*, for aggregate production, there is a role for diminishing returns to capital accumulation 

in the studied process of convergence. Convergence, however, cannot be easily explained within the 

framework of a simple version of the RCK model with equal steady states for all the provinces as this 

would imply an implausible 2 = 0,878, which means that the capital share of production is 0,878, 

which is too high. Still, neoclassical growth models can account for 2 within the interval 0,48-0,68 if 

human capital is included within the capital stock. This means that, considering the period 1860-2010, 

Spanish provinces have experienced a conditional convergence process (these alphas of 0,48 and 0,68 

come from estimators which take into account the fixed effects of growth regressions) that fits 

neoclassical growth models if the capital stock is interpreted in a broad sense to include human capital. 

Finally, the conditional nature of convergence can be further illustrated using the estimated coefficients 

for the individual dummies included in the fixed effects estimation. These are plotted below in figures 

5 and 6.  

 
  

  
FIGURE 5. Fixed effect estimates for provinces for the 
period 1860-2010 
BAR=Barcelona, GUI=Guipúzkoa, BIZ=Bizkaia, MAD=Madrid, ALAV=Álava, 
TAR=Tarragona, GIR=Girona, NAV=Comunidad Foral de Navarra, ZAR=Zaragoza, 
VAL=València, LLE=Lleida, RIO=La Rioja, BAL=Illes Balears, CAS=Castelló, 
CANT=Cantabria, HUES=Hesca, BUR=Burgos, VALL=Valladorlid, PAL=Palencia, 
ALA=Alacant, AST=Asturias, SEV=Sevilla, SOR=Soria, SAL=Salamanca, 
CAD=Cádiz, SEG=Segovia, ALB=Albacete, TER=Teruel, HUEL=Huelva, 
MUR=Murcia, GUA=Guadalajara, TOL=Toledo, CANA=Islas Canarias, CIU=Ciudad 
Real, AVI=Ávila, MAL=Málaga, CORU=A Coruña, LEO=León, ZAM=Zamora, 
PON=Pontevedra, CORD=Córdoba, ALM=Almería, GRA=Granada, CUE=Cuenca, 
LUG=Lugo, BAD=Badajoz, JAE= Jaén, CAC=Cáceres, OUR=Ourense 
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These figures indeed show how there is individual heterogeneity (all dummy coefficients except 2 

provinces and 1 CCAA are significantly different from 0 at a 5% confidence level) affecting the long 

run growth rate of different Spanish regions, which means that the hypothesis of absolute convergence 

–i.e. equal steady states- should be rejected. 

 

 

7.  CONCLUSION 
This paper has studied the long-run evolution of territorial inequality in Spain during the last 150 years. 

More concretely, this paper has reinforced the analysis of sigma convergence presented in Díez-

Minguela et al. (2018) and has deepened into the analysis of beta convergence across regions using the 

lens of the RCK model.  

Throughout the analysis of beta convergence, this paper has found that there is a significant difference 

between beta estimates when fixed effects are not taken into account as compared to the case when 

these are taken into account. Results for the (unconditional) GLS estimation suggest that there has been 

beta convergence if we consider the whole period 1860-2010, but it has happened at such a slow pace 

for provinces that the estimated value for "cannot be considered as reasonable within the framework of 

the RCK model. The same conclusions may be drawn for CCAA. Results for the homologue estimators 

that take into account the potential fixed effects biasing the GLS estimators have suggested the process 

of convergence between Spanish regions has been of conditional nature, which means that regions have 

not shared the same fundamentals. Hence, in this dimension this paper reinforces the critiques presented 

FIGURE 6. Fixed effect estimates for CCAA 
EUS=Euskadi, CAT=Catalunya, MAD=Madrid, NAV=Comunidad Foral de 
Navarra, RIO=La Rioja, ARA=Aragón, BAL=Illes Balears, VAL=Comunitat 
de València, CANT=Cantabria, AST=Asturias, CYL=Castilla y León, 
MUR=Murcia, CANA=Islas Canarias, CLM=Castilla La Mancha, 
AND=Andalucía, GAL=Galicia, EXT=Extremadura  
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after the BS studies and stresses the importance of using panel data to take into account fixed effects 

when performing growth regressions. However, unlike the critics of BS studies, the (conditional) β 

estimators estimated during the whole 1860-2010 period have adopted reasonable values within the 

RCK model if we interpret the stock of capital in a broad sense to include human capital. Although this 

means that the neoclassical growth model with endogenous savings provides a satisfactory picture of 

convergence between Spanish regions during the period 1860-2010, this must not be interpreted to 

mean that the mechanism of diminishing returns to capital accumulation makes the whole story of 

regional convergence during the last 150 years. In fact, this paper has also shown that the evolution of 

conditional convergence has not been monotonic throughout all the partitions considered. The GMM 

estimator has provided evidence of divergence throughout the early stages of modern growth in Spain, 

which has reinforced the picture of an inverse U evolution of regional inequality drawn by the evolution 

of sigma convergence. 

All in all, diminishing returns have undoubtedly played a role in the process of convergence in Spain, 

but other forces such as structural change, industry concentration in certain regions, technological 

diffusion, migratory movements, (etc.) represent forces towards convergence and divergence which 

cannot be ignored if we want to get an integral picture of the evolution of Spanish territorial inequality 

during modern growth. This paper precisely has the limitation of not having provided direct evidence 

of the role played by these forces. Other studies analysing the precious dataset presented in Díez-

Minguela et al. (2018) using the lens of other models (New Economic Geography; sophisticated 

versions of the neoclassical growth model that include technological diffusion, club convergence, 

migration, open economies; endogenous growth models, etc.) will be needed to complement the view 

presented in this paper. However, some indirect evidence of the role played by these other forces has 

been provided. For instance, negative betas do not make any sense in the RCK model. It thus seems 

very plausible to think that the divergence experienced during the early stages of modern growth is due 

to the structural change of a few regions that became industrialised, reinforced by the concentration of 

industries in these few regions.  

A second limitation of this paper concerns the robustness of the GMM results. Some of the GMM beta 

estimates have not proven to be robust at all to the consideration of different spatial units and time 

intervals, and neither to the inclusion of control variables, which calls for a deeper analysis of the causes 

of this result. This analysis should be aimed at determining whether the panel data two-step GMM 

estimator is indeed providing unbiased results or whether other estimators correcting the usual 

downsides of the Arellano-Bond estimator (namely weak instruments) are preferred. 

 

The issue of regional inequality has been studied for quite a long time. Several economists, sociologists, 

historians, and all kinds of social scientists have devoted their lifetime carriers to understand what the 

causes and consequences of persistent per capita income differences are. The reason is that social 

change has been, is and will be fuelled by processes of economic convergence and divergence. 
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Therefore, research needs to continue. The most important conclusion I draw from this study is that 

once one starts to think about economic convergence, it is hard to think about anything else. 
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9.  APPENDIX 
 

1. DERIVATION OF THE RAMSEY-CASS-KOOPMANS MODEL 

The RCK model assumes the (labour augmenting) production function takes the form: 

 

6$ = 	 (x$\$)D>*7$* 

 

Dividing both sides by x$\$ yields equation (1).	

Furthermore, the representative household seeks to maximize the discounted infinite sum of 

instantaneous utilities at time t. Using an isoelastic utility function ñ ≤ = ≥ABC>D
D>E

, the problem of the 

household writes: 

 

‡¢≤
@.

· <$ = 	 =>?$ @.
ABC>D
D>E

F
G · 0.

‚
	„†					s.t.						‰$ = 	‰$K$	+		P$	\$ − 	©$ 

 

Where – is the number of households in the economy, <$ ≡
Q.
0.

 is consumption per worker and ‰$ is 

the asset through which the household postpones consumption. To get to the objective function 

expressed in equation (2),	write \$ = \G=Â$ and <$D>E = 	 (<$xG=b$)D>E, which, after some algebra, 

allows me to write the objective function as: 

 

U(<$)	=	
0è/èABC

‚
=>?$ @.

ABC>D
D>E

F
G 	dt	

	

which is equation (2)	except	for	the	fact	that	(2)	ignores the multiplicative factor	0è/è
ABC

‚
, which does 

not affect the maximum of	U(<$).	

To get the budget constraint specified in equation (3),	note that the only channel through which the 

household can save is capital. Capital market clearing thus requires ‰$ = 	7$. Now using the fact that 
SÁËÈ	(	≥.)

SV
= ≥.

≥.
 and performing some algebra, I get the budget constraint can be expressed as:  

 

($ = 	 ($ K$ − 9 − 8 +
P$
x$
− <$ 

 

Which is equation (3).		

To solve the problem of the household, I first write the present-value Hamiltonian as: 
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ℋ =	 @.
ABC>D
D>E

+ 	Î$	[($ K$ − 9 − 8 + N.
/.
− <$] 

 

First order conditions entail: 

 

Ïℋ
Ï<$ : <$

>E + Î$ = 0                  (*) 

 

Ïℋ
Ï($

  : Î$ K$ + 8 + 9  = Î$R − 	Î$ (**) 

 

(*) into (**) and using the fact that Î$ = 	!<$>E>D<$ yields: 

 
@.
@.

 = D
E
[ K$ + 8 + 9 − R] 

 

Finally, using R = 	R − 9 − (1 − !)8 and the fact that, in equilibrium, K$ = Z[7 − 	X = 2($
*>D − 	X, 

yields the Euler equation (4).	

Note that, in this setting, to rule out unsustainable growth in debt one needs to assume a lower bound 

for the net present value of asset holdings. The no-Ponzi condition writes: 

 

lim
à→F

‰à=> Ì́>Â>b Ó_Ô
è ≥ 0 

 
While the transversality condition, which ensures the household will not leave any positive present 

discounted value of asset holdings as Ü → 	∞ is: 

 
lim
à→F

=>?àÎà(à = 0 

 

To obtain the log-linearization of equations (3) and (4)	expressed in equation (7),	the reader should 

refer to the textbook in economic growth by Barro and Sala-i-Martín (2003). Equation (8)	is	obtained	

by	subtracting	z{8 #G 	on	both	sides	of	equation	(7), which after proper rearrangements is: 

 

z{8( #$) − 	 z{8( #G)  = 1 − =>|$ [z{8 #__ − z{8 #G ] 
 
Now changing the subscript † for Ü and using the fact that z{8( #à) − 	 z{8( #G) = log éÔ

/Ô
−

log éè
/è

= [z{8( #à) − z{8( #G)] − 8Ü yields equation (8)	after	proper	rearrangement.	
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2. INCONSISTENCY OF THE FIXED EFFECTS ESTIMATOR IN DYNAMIC MODELS 

To prove the dummy-variable fixed effects estimator is downward biased for small T, I first prove the 

within estimator is inconsistent for small T. Secondly, I will prove the dummy-variable fixed effects 

estimator is numerically equivalent to the within estimator, which means the former must be downward 

biased too.  

Consider the simplest case where the dynamic model takes the following form: 

 

#ã$  = "#ã$>D + 	2ã + çã$ 

 

Where 2ã is a fixed effect and çã$ is an i.i.d. shock. I shall remark here that backward recursive 

substitutions yield #ã$ = 	"$>D#ãD + 2ã$>~
ÆG + 	 çã$$>~

ÆG . 

The within estimator estimates the equation above after subtracting the individual mean of #ã$ over 

time, an operation that eliminates the fixed effect. That is: 

 

(#ã − #ã)= "(#ã$>D − #ã) + çã$ 

 

Where #ã =
D
à

#ã$à
$ÆG . Bearing in mind that #ã$ = 	"$>D#ãD + 2ã$>~

ÆG + 	 çã$$>~
ÆG , it is clear that the 

assumption û #ã − #ã çã$ = 0 must be violated: û #ã − #ã çã$ = û "$>D#ãD + 2ã$>~
ÆG +

	 çã$$>~
ÆG − 	#ã çã$ = 	−û #ãçã$ 	< 0 as #ã contains çã$. This means that as long as the influence of çã$ 

on #ã is large –i.e. T is small-, " will be downward biased. 

To prove the dummy-variable fixed effects estimator is equivalent to the within estimator, one needs to 

use the Frisch-Waugh Theorem (FWT). FWT applied to panel data states that, in order to estimate the  

" of the following model: 

 

6 = 2ß + Ú" + 	ç 

 

(where 6 is a (NT	x	1) matrix stacking all observations of #ã$, Ú is a (NT	x	K) matrix stacking all 7 

explanatory variables over individuals and time, ç is a (NT	x	1) matrix containing the error terms of the 

model, ß is a (NT	x	N) matrix containing individual dummies and 2 and " are (N	x	1) and (K	x	1) 

vectors of parameters respectively) one can estimate the regression: 

 

ZÙ6 = ZÙÚ" + 	ç 

 

(where ZÙ is the orthogonal projector on the orthogonal complement of the vector space spanned by 

ß). This means that, in order to obtain the " of this model, we can do the following: firstly, regress 6 

on ß and Ú on ß and collect the respective residuals of these regressions ZÙ6 and ZÙÚ; secondly, 
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regress the residuals of the first regression ZÙ6 on the residuals of the second regression ZÙÚ. This is 

equivalent to regressing the deviations of 6 with respect to their individual means on the deviations of 

Ú with respect to their individual means, which is precisely what the within estimator does. 

 

3. SOLUTION OF THE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENCE EQUATION OF ®ıˆ˜   

Given the first order difference equation expressed in (16)	and	assuming	it	is	stationary	–i.e. " > 0-

, I first subtract the mean of the recursive process, which given stationarity is given by !é$~ =
Eµ
Å

D>∂BÅ∑
. 

Now naming !é$~ ≡ !é$~ −
Eµ
Å

D>∂BÅ∑
 yields the following first-order homogeneous difference equation: 

 

!é$~ = =>~|!é$>í~  

Which has the solution: 

 

!é$~ = =>~|$!éG~  

where !éG~  is the initial condition of the recurrence relation. Now undoing !é$~ = !é$~ −
Eµ
Å

D>∂BÅ∑
 and 

!éG~ = !éG~ −
Eµ
Å

D>∂BÅ∑
 yields equation (17). 
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4. DETAILED RESULTS OF GROWTH REGRESSIONS 

 

 

TABLE 3. Growth regressions for provinces and CCAA with controls 
These are the same regressions as presented in Table 1 but introducing controls for the population growth rate, urbanization rate and Spanish GDP growth rate. 
All these controls have been assumed to be weakly exogenous:!(#$%&$') = 0	∀- ≤ /. Time effects in the form of year dummies have also been included. 

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-2010 -0,1207862 0,012872718 -0,3397199 0,041509114 0,5227608 0,064863128 1 0,6255

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1930 -0,1432444 0,015460258 -0,5322383 0,07597963 0,1974906 0,162206429 0,9155 0,0444 Significative	>1%
1940-2010 -0,1062706 0,011235223 -0,6037181 0,092562945 0,3057555 0,118496952 1 0,0254 Significative	1%<x<5%

Significative	5%<x<10%
Not	significative	>10%

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1910 -0,1450884 0,015675721 -0,6420574 0,102738264 0,1540923 0,187020351 0,2841 0,1286
1910-1960 -0,1544893 0,016781446 -0,7191807 0,127004388 0,1369773 0,198794006 1 0,3142
1960-2010 -0,1078654 0,011413826 -0,5994899 0,091501629 0,3709639 0,099165053 1 0,218

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1890 -0,1628457 0,017774688 -0,7642231 0,144486926 0,2918562 0,123149406 0,0332 -
1890-1920 -0,1686274 0,018467721 -0,905157 0,235553239 -0,0179551 #NUM! 0,4812 0,4894
1920-1950 -0,1329509 0,014265967 -0,8876462 0,218610246 -0,0272481 #NUM! 0,9605 0,154
1950-1980 -0,0763828 0,007945758 -0,5225395 0,073927384 0,0804858 0,251967451 1 0,0863
1980-2010 -0,138663 0,014926945 -1 #NUM! 0,217075 0,152751236 0,9998 0,9061

.5227608	

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-2010 -0,0869757 0,009099278 -0,3160691 0,037989839 0,5321506 0,063082875 1 0,8104

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1930 -0,090188 0,009451729 -0,5130432 0,071957987 0,3040936 0,119041973 1 0,2158
1940-2010 -0,0877987 0,009189459 -0,5174911 0,072875591 0,3979603 0,092140303 1 0,0571

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1910 -0,0981999 0,01033624 -0,6547497 0,106348562 0,1785399 0,172294317 0,9732 0,4722
1910-1960 -0,1134072 0,012036948 -0,6974461 0,119549584 0,3370488 0,108752755 1 0,7276
1960-2010 -0,0776501 0,008083063 -0,3944668 0,050164589 0,6014003 0,050849451 1 0,1802

Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Coefficient Implied	Beta Sargan	p-value
Second-order	

autocorr	p-value
1860-1890 -0,0865912 0,009057174 -0,9540544 0,308029719 0,101833 0,228442106 0,2308 -
1890-1920 -0,1410579 0,015205376 -0,8184842 0,170641258 0,1143039 0,216889459 0,9986 0,7882
1920-1950 -0,0735997 0,007644885 -0,8729141 0,206289204 0,0885952 0,24236776 1 0,9537
1950-1980 -0,0641038 0,006625071 -0,493361 0,067995656 0,2069316 0,157536698 1 0,017
1980-2010 -0,1421685 0,015334759 -1.098.815 #NUM! 0,19268 0,16467245 1 0,7509

DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

P
R
O
V
I
N
C
E
S

C
C
A
A

T
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/2
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/3
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/5
GLS

T
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/2

DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

GLS

T/3
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/5
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND
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Pop.	Growth -0,0002794 Pop.	Growth -0,0006779

Urban	pop. 0,0001915 Urban	Pop. 0,0005881

1860-2010 Spanish	GDP	
growth

-0,0016474 Spanish	GDP	
growth

-1,553036

Pop.	Growth -0,0003676 Pop.	Growth -0,0012007
Urban	pop. 0,0009873 Urban	Pop. 0,0008849
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0041616
Spanish	GDP	

growth -5,108047

Pop.	Growth -0,0002343 Pop.	Growth -0,000096
Urban	pop. -0,0004062 Urban	Pop. 0,001553
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0026288
Spanish	GDP	

growth 0,0448761

Pop.	Growth -0,0004509 Pop.	Growth 0,0009687

Urban	pop. 0,0011228 Urban	Pop. 0,0021531
Spanish	GDP	

growth
-0,0075493 Spanish	GDP	

growth
-8,679508

Pop.	Growth 0,0000145 Pop.	Growth -0,0004458

Urban	pop. 0,0003983 Urban	Pop. 0,002535
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0130544
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,2630842

Pop.	Growth -0,000295 Pop.	Growth 0,0000487

Urban	pop. 0,0000834 Urban	Pop. 0,0014243

Spanish	GDP	
growth

-0,0016377 Spanish	GDP	
growth

-0,0208479

Pop.	Growth -0,0019105 Pop.	Growth -0,0003032
Urban	pop. 0,0018649 Urban	Pop. 0,0239874
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0080501
Spanish	GDP	

growth -17,12879

Pop.	Growth 0,000974 Pop.	Growth -0,0005368
Urban	pop. 0,0009854 Urban	Pop. -0,0021562
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,07285
Spanish	GDP	

growth -1,141817

Pop.	Growth -0,0001021 Pop.	Growth 0,0007809
Urban	pop. -0,0003658 Urban	Pop. -0,0014271
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0119866
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,1525835

Pop.	Growth -0,000254 Pop.	Growth -0,0003961
Urban	pop. -0,0006768 Urban	Pop. 0,0009583
Spanish	GDP	

growth 0,0036976
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0532428

Pop.	Growth -0,0009195 Pop.	Growth -0,0003188
Urban	pop. 0,0000433 Urban	Pop. 0,0012311
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,001614
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0028637 Spanish	GDP	growth -0,003465

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0022458

Pop.	Growth 0,000043
Urban	pop. 0,0018755

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0134527

Pop.	Growth 0,0006891
Urban	pop. 0,0043744

-0,0171021

Pop.	Growth 0,0003179
Urban	pop. 0,0051277

Urban	pop. 0,0020337

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0007345

Pop.	Growth -0,0013461

Spanish	GDP	growth

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,00692111

Pop.	Growth 0,0002598
Urban	pop. -0,0112288

T/5
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

Coefficient Coefficient

Urban	pop. 0,0026474

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0084451

Pop.	Growth -0,0000314

Urban	pop. -0,0028745

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0078901

Pop.	Growth -0,0010715

-0,0011348
-0,0036405

-0,0197829

-0,000392
0,0028797

-0,0016864

Pop0,	Growth
Urban	pop.

Spanish	GDP	growth

Pop.	Growth 0,0027082

Coefficient

Coefficient

Coefficient

Coefficient

Pop.	Growth

Urban	pop.

Spanish	GDP	growth

-0,0013251

0,0012816

-0,0005799

Pop.	Growth
Urban	pop.

Spanish	GDP	growth

T/3
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/2

Coefficient Coefficient

GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

Coefficient

Coefficient

Coefficient

Coefficient

Urban	pop. 0,0068467

P
R
O
V
I
N
C
E
S

1860-1930

1940-2010

1860-1910

1910-1960

1960-2010

1860-1890

1890-1920

1920-1950

1950-1980

1980-2010

TABLE 4. Estimated coefficients of the control variables in growth regressions for provinces with controls. 
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Pop.	Growth -0,0011469 Pop.	Growth -0,0018693
Urban	pop. 0,000221 Urban	Pop. -0,0023495

1860-2010
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0011909
Spanish	GDP	

growth -1,05644

Pop.	Growth -0,0039455 Pop.	Growth -0,0029538
Urban	pop. 0,0012285 Urban	Pop. -0,0022893
Spanish	GDP	

growth 0,0095087
Spanish	GDP	

growth -4,703499

Pop.	Growth -0,0005785 Pop.	Growth -0,0004768

Urban	pop. -0,0004888 Urban	Pop. -0,0014561
Spanish	GDP	

growth
-0,0018329 Spanish	GDP	

growth
-0,024495

Pop.	Growth -0,0067663 Pop.	Growth -0,0016721
Urban	pop. 0,0013665 Urban	Pop. 0,0090137
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0121867
Spanish	GDP	

growth -10,745720

Pop.	Growth 0,0005203 Pop.	Growth 0,0000671
Urban	pop. 0,0002603 Urban	Pop. -0,0004581
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0098119
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,2609844

Pop.	Growth -0,0015789 Pop.	Growth -0,000992
Urban	pop. 0,0010689 Urban	Pop. 0,000383
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0029754
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0058622

Pop.	Growth -0,0135208 Pop.	Growth -0,005641
Urban	pop. 0,0022829 Urban	Pop. 0,0495887
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0132891
Spanish	GDP	

growth -2.727.316

Pop.	Growth 0,0000222 Pop.	Growth -0,0009791
Urban	pop. 0,0006383 Urban	Pop. -0,0079153
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,020702
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,6783367

Pop.	Growth 0,0000574 Pop.	Growth 0,0034888
Urban	pop. -0,0009997 Urban	Pop. -0,0009875
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0022073
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,1592172

Pop.	Growth -0,0012877 Pop.	Growth -0,0018864
Urban	pop. 0,0000841 Urban	Pop. 0,00086
Spanish	GDP	

growth 0,0004756
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0459673

Pop.	Growth -0,0025946 Pop.	Growth 0,0002606
Urban	pop. 0,0014293 Urban	Pop. -0,0006452
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0037243
Spanish	GDP	

growth -0,0005528

Urban	pop. -0,000902

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0028472

Urban	pop. 0,0009365

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0007553

Pop.	Growth 0,0004258

Urban	pop. 0,0066752

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0106129

Pop0,	Growth -0,00157

Urban	pop. -0,0029722

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,007011

Pop.	Growth 0,0035525

Urban	pop0, 0,0069209

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,00804

Pop.	Growth -0,012936

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient
Pop.	Growth -0,00589

Pop.	Growth -0,0008288
Urban	pop. -0,0001565

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0005811

Pop.	Growth -0,000858
Urban	pop. 0,00298007

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0052474

Pop.	Growth 0,0055503
Urban	pop. -0,0016356

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0102726

Urban	pop. 0,0003117

Spanish	GDP	growth -0,0016159

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

Urban	pop. -0,0044127

Spanish	GDP	growth 0,101554

Pop.	Growth -0,0006521

DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient
Pop.	Growth -0,0001652

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

T

1860-1910

1910-1960

T/3
GLS

T/5

GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

T/2
GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

Pop.	Growth -0,0014729
Urban	pop. -0,0001541

Spanish	GDP	growth 0,0001512

C
C
A
A

1980-2010

1960-2010

1860-1890

1890-1920

1920-1950

1950-1980

1860-1930

GLS DUMMIES ARELLANO-BOND

1940-2010

TABLE 5. Estimated coefficients of the control variables in growth regressions for CCAA with controls. 
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1860-2010 1860-1930 1940-2010 1860-1910 1910-1960 1960-2010 1860-1890 1890-1920 1920-1950 1950-1980 1980-2010
Coruña -0,0990734 -0,2461639 -0,0967606 -0,2950313 -0,2206345 -0,0956013 -0,4153725 -0,4251282 -0,2767745 -0,1321701 -0,1517994
Lugo -0,1434275 -0,3870588 -0,1853304 -0,5887252 -0,3513058 -0,1439183 -0,8405076 -0,7111223 -0,4149747 -0,2098175 -0,2431883

Ourense -0,1725699 -0,3750665 -0,220724 -0,4068316 -0,4561927 -0,2030937 -0,4614684 -0,6788054 -0,5863285 -0,3018906 -0,3241968
Pontevedra -0,1150997 -0,3322051 -0,1094271 -0,3968122 -0,3185079 -0,1090995 -0,5956197 -0,5740559 -0,4124765 -0,1312493 -0,2097422
Asturias -0,0293739 -0,1263185 -0,0083334 -0,2304425 -0,0248229 -0,047194 -0,3578417 -0,2118043 0,0306744 -0,0015029 -0,1044315
Cantabria -0,0000643 -0,0204789 0,0108742 -0,0683609 0,0351971 0,0015695 -0,1086937 -0,0602989 0,043032 0,0821153 -0,0198353
Álaba 0,1102038 0,0803117 0,2229169 0,1639018 0,0791594 0,2125722 0,230435 0,1123208 0,0900407 0,2359483 0,3555268

Guipúzcoa 0,1688997 0,3031274 0,2135868 0,4103127 0,3556604 0,1385112 0,3859322 0,4902633 0,442398 0,220145 0,2446398
Bizkaia 0,1504677 0,3193791 0,1566352 0,3131858 0,401587 0,1096875 0,3542077 0,5626616 0,5394547 0,2262118 0,1690335
Navarra 0,045298 0,0104895 0,1168987 -0,0018753 0,0635648 0,1136685 0,0973017 -0,0483845 0,0943515 0,1136831 0,2246985
La	Rioja 0,0165118 -0,0491731 0,0819955 -0,0080739 -0,0278078 0,0568199 0,0123773 -0,1089547 -0,0414163 0,0651144 0,1084156
Huesca -0,0011139 -0,0632229 0,0423384 -0,0754806 -0,0483519 0,0600158 -0,0408547 -0,1154768 -0,0724922 0,056182 0,0923244
Teruel -0,064952 -0,1775922 -0,0494789 -0,1500049 -0,2981089 0,0133734 -0,1367428 -0,241409 -0,3948813 -0,0662934 0,0672935

Zaragoza 0,0421384 0,082205 0,0545892 0,069914 0,1338545 0,0402421 0,092407 0,1246897 0,1835687 0,0317395 0,0818273
Madrid 0,1272668 0,2792447 0,1565626 0,3151748 0,3222112 0,1437656 0,413769 0,4123719 0,4086128 0,162588 0,236552
Ávila -0,0961247 -0,1354714 -0,1653569 -0,1098163 -0,2546376 -0,1688786 -0,090183 -0,2151079 -0,288392 -0,216138 -0,211184
Burgos -0,0053204 -0,08723 0,0368096 -0,0866274 -0,0893068 0,0230828 -0,088867 -0,1251386 -0,0699245 -0,0149585 0,0850008
eón -0,1024471 -0,2824556 -0,0965881 -0,4174103 -0,1886448 -0,1103837 -0,525087 -0,4936776 -0,2007642 -0,1041935 -0,1764118

Palencia -0,0211517 -0,0704802 -0,0002043 -0,0317599 -0,0957011 -0,0425301 0,0196403 -0,1326131 -0,0754409 -0,0146464 -0,0157962
Salamanca -0,0435775 -0,0187837 -0,114637 0,0385698 -0,1207595 -0,1249096 0,0357431 -0,0306017 -0,1612667 -0,1312311 -0,2099621
Segovia -0,0527415 -0,1171154 -0,0438465 -0,1098702 -0,151319 -0,0586699 -0,0498588 -0,218794 -0,1674559 -0,0458529 -0,0557551
Soria -0,0419501 -0,1208598 -0,0376244 -0,0913297 -0,1720816 -0,0476134 -0,0522379 -0,1839601 -0,2006659 -0,1105767 -0,0246888

Valladolid -0,006552 -0,0239579 0,0064858 0,0178708 -0,0520055 -0,0018202 0,0546661 -0,0228892 -0,0686297 0,0078036 -0,002937
Zamora -0,1044134 -0,1645494 -0,1661799 -0,1654644 -0,2538079 -0,1725375 -0,115007 -0,2215828 -0,2889461 -0,1958749 -0,2818549
Albacete -0,0628195 -0,1645494 -0,2063081 0,0698965 -0,2070599 -0,1663705 0,1702634 0,0151693 -0,2260872 -0,208868 -0,268185

Ciudad	Real -0,09363 -0,1358459 -0,1470565 -0,0758304 -0,276432 -0,138649 -0,021029 -0,1620951 -0,3434164 -0,1806465 -0,1998865
Cuenca -0,1311344 -0,2688265 -0,1589447 -0,2685811 -0,3583982 -0,1597768 -0,2678393 -0,3762237 -0,4234196 -0,2000146 -0,2523383

Guadalajara -0,0757062 -0,1952325 -0,0448232 -0,1786843 -0,2694986 -0,0131129 -0,1570856 -0,3138305 -0,3444207 -0,0474319 0,0118654
Toledo -0,0783397 -0,117264 -0,1224545 -0,0551274 -0,2363583 -0,1370512 0,0012244 -0,1240414 -0,2788814 -0,1455542 -0,1985602
Badajoz -0,1497741 -0,2042715 -0,2658791 -0,1897551 -0,3483812 -0,2642672 -0,1960777 -0,3501778 -0,4281725 -0,3316951 -0,4582546
Cáceres -0,1640097 -0,2754428 -0,2562805 -0,2660485 -0,4537433 -0,2239672 -0,2370623 -0,5151612 -0,5676845 -0,3330448 -0,3653447

Barcelona 0,1709586 0,4276397 0,1526981 0,4974338 0,5011902 0,1060362 0,4698937 0,7951029 0,6123176 0,1829416 0,1589702
Girona 0,0669678 0,0322825 0,1565455 0,1066966 0,1450869 0,1239387 0,0292813 0,0744236 0,0844156 0,1772243 0,2259851
Lleida 0,0243255 -0,065502 0,1046691 -0,0595132 -0,0079078 0,0956277 -0,050886 -0,1113118 -0,0169639 0,0820493 0,1924477

Tarragona 0,0711611 0,0517639 0,1567987 0,0351098 0,1272364 0,1658669 -0,0046995 0,1153984 0,1622458 0,1782677 0,2996091
Alacant -0,0283389 -0,0217756 -0,051957 -0,0682095 -0,0079575 -0,0527395 -0,0585246 -0,0906232 0,0053467 0,0025865 -0,0980913
Castelló 0,006654 0,0065955 0,0171004 -0,0085096 -0,017174 0,0503459 0,0201358 -0,0268987 -0,0341465 0,0475623 0,1009559
València 0,0283094 0,1077284 0,0058939 0,1068445 0,117919 0,0003034 0,1480858 0,1240632 0,1439909 0,0326113 -0,025904
Balears 0,0113716 -0,0835876 0,1167119 -0,1602163 0,1195272 0,1040299 -0,3040911 -0,1631139 0,1234913 0,1160242 0,1609343
Almería -0,1247679 -0,1917756 -0,1880562 -0,202698 -0,3613148 -0,1304314 -0,1807592 -0,3176813 -0,4216325 -0,2462402 -0,1560841
Cádiz -0,0468997 0,0745896 -0,148236 0,2149906 -0,0749629 -0,1541783 0,2774328 0,1608967 -0,1415517 -0,1535747 -0,2510048

Córdoba -0,1183194 -0,1508964 -0,2081425 -0,1531354 -0,2508663 -0,2024737 -0,1202006 -0,2092618 -0,3056131 -0,2285313 -0,3633658
Granada -0,1294885 -0,064306 -0,2802745 -0,0152298 -0,2796682 -0,2267334 0,0522419 -0,0786068 -0,3590405 -0,3137116 -0,3806814
Huelva -0,073519 -0,0947812 -0,1225596 -0,0527243 -0,2122041 -0,1285163 -0,0039922 -0,1737017 -0,2505869 -0,1128839 -0,171119
Jaén -0,1504732 -0,2363059 -0,2265286 -0,1744677 -0,3919269 -0,2088612 -0,1641171 -0,2844655 -0,5124308 -0,2923078 -0,3493593

Málaga -0,0974469 -0,0801379 -0,1750887 -0,0110656 -0,2185489 -0,1487076 0,069198 -0,1501409 -0,3154757 -0,1773808 -0,2691324
Sevil la -0,0372135 0,0358849 -0,1071449 0,1082972 -0,035282 -0,1474782 0,1751895 0,0816271 -0,0276941 -0,1442444 -0,2567863
Murcia -0,074127 -0,1113725 -0,1099278 -0,1328292 -0,2078792 -0,0850078 0,0102391 -0,290196 -0,2269577 -0,0985836 -0,1185857
Canarias -0,0867076 -0,2346511 -0,0579729 -0,3085748 -0,1901868 -0,0589487 -0,3498478 -0,3086691 -0,2024103 -0,0802512 -0,0619726

1860-2010 1860-1930 1940-2010 1860-1910 1910-1960 1960-2010 1860-1890 1890-1920 1920-1950 1950-1980 1980-2010
Galícia -0,1198371 -0,3398465 -0,1222151 -0,399407 -0,2697301 -0,1006913 -0,6352338 -0,5487259 -0,3294064 -0,1572929 -0,2062896
Asturias -0,0280496 -0,1381977 -0,0080852 -0,2308761 -0,0197166 -0,0455859 -0,4215963 -0,2038738 0,0436884 -0,0044386 -0,1052261
Cantabria 0,00013 -0,0243059 0,0089921 -0,068501 0,0347301 -0,0028059 -0,1305282 -0,0578296 0,0454982 0,0788312 -0,0196446
Euskadi 0,1528592 0,3069816 0,1731236 0,3307701 0,3173945 0,1096423 0,3709416 0,4852202 0,4159725 0,2108544 0,2234677
Navarra 0,0445728 0,011687 0,1118748 -0,0018177 0,0627096 0,1007341 0,1155345 -0,0479976 0,0916101 0,1086478 0,2266943
La	Rioja 0,0164195 -0,0513866 0,0791768 -0,008076 -0,0239184 0,0489981 0,0098071 -0,1088226 -0,0272849 0,0604954 0,1095005
Aragón 0,0134742 -0,0086354 0,0422919 -0,0196518 0,0117213 0,0481539 0,0030664 -0,014061 0,0174565 0,0367698 0,0824341
Madrid 0,1242496 0,2955396 0,1456755 0,3157314 0,2856127 0,1240917 0,4823587 0,4012354 0,3524892 0,1497608 0,2388699

Castil la	y	León -0,04701 -0,1144753 -0,0518093 -0,1038193 -0,1300817 -0,0592902 -0,1061988 -0,1714956 -0,1354979 -0,0759985 -0,0903504
Castil la	La	
Mancha

-0,0856925 -0,1289366 -0,1334697 -0,0848716 -0,2384299 -0,1146442 -0,042606 -0,169413 -0,2738262 -0,1509633 -0,1995195

Extremadura -0,1503954 -0,2418566 -0,2430546 -0,2172568 -0,3469903 -0,2126009 -0,2409822 -0,402074 -0,4177868 -0,3111201 -0,4206774
Catalunya 0,1323816 0,304542 0,1378341 0,3278007 0,3369973 0,0928073 0,3114732 0,5153123 0,3904977 0,1584287 0,1838428
Comunitat	
Valenciana

0,0068377 0,0558783 -0,0130344 0,0363078 0,0573958 -0,0134322 0,0770273 0,0363465 0,0695441 0,0226305 -0,0373728

Illes	Balears 0,011117 -0,0898379 0,1088052 -0,1604618 0,1148266 0,087951 -0,3280647 -0,1572134 0,1129062 0,1059706 0,1632394
Andalusia -0,0890858 -0,0690349 -0,1629442 -0,0101758 -0,1818247 -0,1425049 0,064115 -0,0898353 -0,2349037 -0,1868182 -0,2778456
Murcia -0,0727278 -0,1164111 -0,1034708 -0,1329046 -0,182013 -0,0723945 0,0150949 -0,2855054 -0,1915851 -0,088364 -0,1197795

Islas	Canarias -0,0846034 -0,2475648 -0,0527952 -0,309009 -0,1649907 -0,0501681 -0,4053338 -0,2981525 -0,1667961 -0,0729219 -0,0626679

Dummies	coefficient	CCAA

Dummies	coefficient	Provinces

TABLE 6. Estimated coefficients of the individual dummies in growth regressions using the fixed effect estimator for provinces 
and CCAA without controls. 
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1860-2010 1860-1930 1940-2010 1860-1910 1910-1960 1960-2010 1860-1890 1890-1920 1920-1950 1950-1980 1980-2010
Coruña -0,0437021 -0,0277483 -0,0703172 0,0380641 -0,0236552 -0,0791867 -0,0099723 0,0914702 0,0537325 -0,0570537 -0,1729615
Lugo -0,0856888 -0,1750038 -0,1487373 -0,2512037 -0,1261697 -0,1122075 -0,2467961 -0,4699147 -0,2212244 -0,1090072 -0,2553831

Ourense -0,1161461 -0,1546728 -0,1965387 -0,0553815 -0,2255625 -0,1924488 0,1681338 -0,4256278 -0,4025493 -0,1915992 -0,3725873
Pontevedra -0,0496915 -0,1131703 -0,0659078 -0,0538257 -0,0988583 -0,0742386 -0,0314137 -0,3090436 -0,2243354 -0,0438868 -0,219679
Asturias 0,0348517 0,0994031 0,0372144 0,1094356 0,177361 -0,0151862 0,1553611 0,0776601 0,2435436 0,0486612 -0,1116279
Cantabria 0,0684432 0,2039001 0,0542117 0,2579702 0,2103956 0,043324 0,2255935 0,2632844 0,2704682 0,1281302 -0,0001079
Álaba 0,1679007 0,2963351 0,2400887 0,4903401 0,2267456 0,2282024 0,4290577 0,4658527 0,3324648 0,2484154 0,3595694

Guipúzcoa 0,2383105 0,5338041 0,2459533 0,7477585 0,5083036 0,1542627 0,709754 0,8565886 0,6878185 0,2185844 0,238271
Bizkaia 0,2202946 0,5536401 0,1764738 0,6197112 0,5207755 0,1221929 0,511067 0,9546712 0,8068784 0,2281861 0,1575276
Navarra 0,1111538 0,2296532 0,159335 0,3418866 0,2491044 0,1535513 0,4499672 0,2664402 0,3164556 0,1560116 0,2471383
La	Rioja 0,0804534 0,1665002 0,1164092 0,3217789 0,1309246 0,0897581 0,277685 0,2211087 0,1925113 0,0956958 0,1275744
Huesca 0,0588234 0,1559922 0,0818828 0,2798163 0,1483975 0,0985037 0,4453329 0,1805607 0,143526 0,1096019 0,1125724
Teruel -0,0013687 0,047233 -0,0153577 0,2060512 -0,0810265 0,0526052 0,4150606 0,041529 -0,1958409 0,0270135 0,0857181

Zaragoza 0,099242 0,2977263 0,0601831 0,3958328 0,2787533 0,037156 0,2680062 0,4680393 0,4312518 0,0564699 0,0553333
Madrid 0,2225218 0,5127139 0,1604148 0,5297621 0,4014891 0,1378412 -0,4119669 0,8893186 0,6743697 0,2039813 0,2478755
Ávila -0,02399 0,0959393 -0,1241928 0,245343 -0,0355813 -0,1386407 0,5053054 0,0702756 -0,0927611 -0,1198199 -0,2062301
Burgos 0,0551799 0,1282953 0,0686882 0,2609582 0,0922939 0,0500358 0,353073 0,1771407 0,1536589 0,0370936 0,0869643
eón -0,0392466 -0,0593716 -0,057915 -0,0736281 0,0284682 -0,0828283 0,0660626 -0,23172 -0,0059364 -0,0263853 -0,195079

Palencia 0,0401824 0,1568548 0,0314207 0,3268888 0,1064874 -0,0284242 0,5713892 0,1643969 0,1328754 0,0437319 -0,027301
Salamanca 0,0236014 0,2083042 -0,0851232 0,3874153 0,0743946 -0,1046786 0,5266308 0,2749633 0,052207 -0,065871 -0,2266379
Segovia 0,0224489 0,1112743 0,0155544 0,2426252 0,0614382 -0,0030732 0,4774047 0,0740738 0,0322086 0,0270791 -0,0290054
Soria 0,027291 0,108664 0,0054338 0,2686183 0,0521498 -0,0170975 0,5610766 0,0992005 -0,0048457 -0,0296489 -0,0299471

Valladolid 0,0553122 0,1896627 0,0287409 0,3398688 0,1076436 0,0169805 0,2280231 0,3165026 0,1656749 0,0491205 -0,0068979
Zamora -0,0429551 0,0587885 -0,1396203 0,1857771 -0,0453303 -0,1590944 0,4015633 0,0657237 -0,086345 -0,1082255 -0,3101284
Albacete -0,0038798 0,2528812 -0,21557 0,3944133 -0,0474318 -0,1806078 0,3623309 0,3576901 0,0035124 -0,1362842 -0,3184608

Ciudad	Real -0,0487547 0,0667239 -0,1706361 0,1819983 -0,1835322 -0,1565446 -0,4336085 0,2336881 -0,0791763 -0,1347952 -0,2313848
Cuenca -0,0696065 -0,0405193 -0,1312663 0,0838506 -0,1413345 -0,1431005 0,3253238 -0,0991934 -0,2312963 -0,1085507 -0,281204

Guadalajara -0,0054001 0,0304646 0,0130929 0,1816755 -0,0458113 0,0489307 0,449661 -0,0354495 -0,1498966 0,0356053 0,0864772
Toledo -0,0122422 0,1028402 -0,0904876 0,2691849 -0,0646464 -0,1061508 0,2415541 0,2043302 -0,0545736 -0,0753729 -0,1815738
Badajoz -0,1034338 0,0001773 -0,2823144 0,0743795 -0,2289427 -0,2838712 -0,4491259 0,0227673 -0,1775228 -0,2640528 -0,5339158
Cáceres -0,1088216 -0,052618 -0,2605116 0,0634355 -0,2690735 -0,2341349 0,2021975 -0,2170581 -0,3601424 -0,2398294 -0,408943

Barcelona 0,2623604 0,6731901 0,1693537 0,7355121 0,5794042 0,1164634 -0,122007 1.271.694 0,8831141 0,204693000 0,1650944
Girona 0,1379584 0,2476479 0,2244382 0,4509981 0,3219375 0,1934966 0,4026555 0,3984879 0,3197252 0,2134359 0,2931017
Lleida 0,0919554 0,1547949 0,1622514 0,303132 0,1943897 0,1518553 0,5063795 0,1816075 0,1962743 0,134281 0,2352395

Tarragona 0,1399124 0,2630516 0,2144965 0,3651271 0,2939456 0,2315818 0,1960783 0,4467628 0,4024853 0,2137975 0,3804987
Alacant 0,0419327 0,1832725 -0,0303768 0,2261339 0,1223993 -0,0310884 -0,1292631 0,2646301 0,2599416 0,0413413 -0,0692669
Castelló 0,0739 0,2108731 0,0481722 0,2943691 0,1218045 0,0942279 -0,0039398 0,3261051 0,217466 0,0870008 0,1436369
València 0,095779 0,3220595 0,0181949 0,3889431 0,2285351 0,0140131 -0,0147088 0,5085886 0,4047698 0,0554226 -0,0217234
Balears 0,081783 0,1204273 0,1697951 0,132135 0,2454881 0,1686895 -0,3862139 0,1821193 0,3803193 0,1309097 0,241737
Almería -0,054931 0,0209959 -0,1652917 0,1262029 -0,1704537 -0,1041164 0,1100722 -0,0154295 -0,2052178 -0,1489412 -0,1544042
Cádiz 0,0054513 0,2546761 -0,1645739 0,4620283 -0,0015366 -0,1694004 -0,5539049 0,5966991 0,1386182 -0,1160961 -0,2710088

Córdoba -0,0726518 0,051426 -0,2325583 0,1025125 -0,1524993 -0,2258688 -0,5622325 0,1779609 -0,0471593 -0,182777 -0,4203925
Granada -0,0732346 0,1531922 -0,2906407 0,3095935 -0,1116526 -0,2415491 0,2147118 0,2568042 -0,1379931 -0,2279107 -0,4350569
Huelva -0,0076484 0,1232329 -0,1060742 0,2491956 -0,0753325 -0,1101536 0,1518123 0,1814143 -0,0029869 -0,0578947 -0,1535293
Jaén -0,1057273 -0,0287014 -0,2508295 0,0926055 -0,2769788 -0,2312422 -0,4051626 0,0894064 -0,2652367 -0,2293366 -0,3971008

Málaga -0,0414918 0,1203496 -0,1844897 0,2796251 -0,0919493 -0,1597016 -0,1372147 0,2174722 -0,0699896 -0,1152619 -0,298108
Sevil la 0,0141687 0,230227 -0,1262117 0,3507043 0,0500488 -0,1767032 -0,5904634 0,5121109 0,2348365 -0,1137692 -0,3131043
Murcia -0,0105578 0,0983935 -0,0855805 0,1407699 -0,0660262 -0,0558974 -0,154512 0,0717981 0,0181852 -0,032701 -0,0887872
Canarias

1860-2010 1860-1930 1940-2010 1860-1910 1910-1960 1960-2010 1860-1890 1890-1920 1920-1950 1950-1980 1980-2010
Galícia -0,0960593 -0,1289125 -0,1233755 -0,0215169 -0,119666 -0,0876633 0,1285171 -0,3483724 -0,1757658 -0,0919064 -0,2221675
Asturias 0,0246324 0,0829807 0,0219586 0,145192 0,1549684 -0,0428584 0,3165335 0,0215569 0,2435866 0,0408077 -0,0659276
Cantabria 0,0729974 0,2106387 0,0504022 0,2386771 0,2180777 0,008247 0,2458049 0,2426767 0,2649618 0,1180318 0,0498749
Euskadi 0,266941 0,5512867 0,2429614 0,5943316 0,5376697 0,0836337 0,5207902 0,8560719 0,7086658 0,2313611 0,3033492
Navarra 0,1104351 0,2280335 0,1504631 0,3219837 0,24416 0,1011709 0,534269 0,2208044 0,3129505 0,1448802 0,3064745
La	Rioja 0,1053822 0,184538 0,1408164 0,2773233 0,1593165 0,0541625 0,2456786 0,20762450 0,1862379 0,0850036 0,1927856
Aragón 0,0804848 0,2042199 0,0839114 0,3036737 0,1945373 0,0461616 0,4300916 0,2550938 0,2540423 0,0679095 0,1474367
Madrid 0,338744 0,6443813 0,2580513 0,2037622 0,5152984 0,1306509 -1,50732 1,093921 0,6397105 0,2085229 0,3151586

Castil la	y	León -0,0105906 0,0792977 -0,0307235 0,2629886 0,0382316 -0,0557672 0,5837751 0,0469698 0,0728316 -0,0411049 -0,0624835

Castil la	La	
Mancha

-0,0091008 0,1188913 -0,0943362 0,1821423 -0,0690298 -0,0961624 0,0781552 0,1669588 -0,0858419 -0,1120787 -0,1673125

Extremadura -0,0597341 0,0354052 -0,2067883 -0,0268155 -0,1851981 -0,1855703 -0,4775684 0,0077486 -0,2493614 -0,2525072 -0,4494225
Catalunya 0,2891417 0,5837764 0,2331453 0,4657823 0,5637009 0,1047251 -0,2118104 0,9935282 0,6924221 0,2175342 0,2812929
Comunitat	
Valenciana

0,1454176 0,3274866 0,0760726 0,1869715 0,2540754 0,0207303 -0,4455057 0,4800789 0,3258381 0,0688042 0,054839

Illes	Balears 0,1325773 0,1815392 0,1958831 -0,0050493 0,3097107 0,1130209 -0,8115267 0,2633035 0,3652242 0,1175382 0,2867707
Andalusia 0,0448901 0,22852 -0,0933761 0,0769635 -0,00002 -0,1122579 -0,8014711 0,4061352 -0,0436036 -0,1455824 -0,2522404
Murcia 0,0345363 0,1652318 -0,0524294 -0,0048322 -0,0105343 -0,0379046 -0,6279605 0,1677782 0,0107468 -0,030065 -0,0569309

Islas	Canarias

Dummies	coefficient	Province

Dummies	coefficient	CCAA

TABLE 7. Estimated coefficients of the individual dummies in growth regressions using the fixed effect estimator for provinces 
and CCAA with controls. NOTE: Canary Islands are the reference category here, so their coefficients are not displayed. 
 


